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Spanning 200 acres, the estate showcases grafting techniques through their experiences
and shares knowledge through their model farm.



Kyaw Hlaing is the owner of the Moe Htet Estate,

known also as Sinoda which he runs with the help 

of agronomist U Kyaw Wan He and his number two,

Aung Hleing Phyo. With long term experience gained

from working in the government research

department as well as with multinational companies

training on grafting techniques the farm has

established well, and stands at around 200 acres 

of coffee production. 

One hundred pickers work on the farm, many local

but the increase in employment draws people in

from Bagan too, the other side of Mandalay to the

farm. These pickers stay onsite during the picking

season. Some localised pesticide use occurs to

treat outbreaks of stem borer, the farm is working

towards full organic practises.  
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At times, this involves grafting on to Robusta root

systems, enabling a different take up of nutrients

and protection against alternative diseases without

affecting the plant that is grafted on. Previous 

 training and experience taught him this. 

Aung Hleing Phyo also organises monthly

workshops on the farm as a way of contributing to

the local coffee community, which should help to

bolster a growing speciality industry. They also have

a demo farm to show best practises in these

sessions but also understand their circumstances

better. Costa Rica, a catimor that came from the

country for example has 3kg yield per tree. H528

and SL34 only give 2.5kg per tree, but have a better

cup profile, particularly at the higher altitudes. This

knowledge will help guide the future of the farm as

renovations and expansions eventually come around. 
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